
NOTE FOR FILE

. .  
:Liaison File:

1. F6es and I met DCI Barry Moss and DI Trevor Butler
in Fii vs office on 22 July 1980.

This was a routine meeting and we dealt with the
following matters:-

a. e. F61111 opened the meeting by
saying we had run into a problem with our

computerisation programme. Registry
needed identification of individuals before they
could be fed into the programme. A name,

had been thrown out, for whom we did not
have a date of birth. DI Butler rang his office and
checked that they had a date of birth, but was told
that one could not be traced, and the nearest they
could get according to their index was c. 1944. DCI
Moss said that they would look further into their
records and see if they could 'rme up with more
information. There then followed a discussion on
their sources and on checking a supposed current list

,)ur file, it was discovered that several had now
been terminated and others added. DCI Moss agreed
to give us a complete list of all their sources and
that this could be up-dated as people left and new
6nos arrived. We explained to them our system of
distribution of their reports, stressing that the
source of the information was known only to estab-
lished experienced desk officers in charTe of the
targets of interest.

h. I  Liaison File  : At the request of t SyS
I asked if the Information contained in the paragraph
on the Troops Out Movement could be passed to

liaison partners I. There was no obvious reason why the
f iätióñ&6uld not be passed to:oneIiaisonpaner but

there was discussion about the appro4riaTregiss of
paFising it to [ t lason partner It all depended on whichanoher i i 

Department it was intended that the information be
sent.

It was obvious from the report that the SDS source had
attended a closed meeting. DCI Moss said that he would
like to consult source before making a decision. He
said that his source was at present on leave and would
be due back in mid August. This was agreed andisysi
was informed accordingly.
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Liaison File I At the request of F7
as ed if more information could heained on the Revolutionary Labour League, andany personalities involved. DCI Moss and DIRutler said that this was an interesting organ-isation. A further report was on its way to usand would arrive in the next few weeks. The groupis producing a manifesto and also changing itsname. It is going to be called the Revolutionaryt.larxist Tendency and receives its financial back-ins- froma South African. DI Butler said it waspretty certain that they would identify the ind-ivideal in the near future. I said that anyfurther information on and otherleading personalities would e very welcome.DI Rutler said that .= was just one member ofthe group and that infact the South African was theleader.

o. London .Yorkers Group. At the request of
mentioned that there had beeh-5.-meeting on 6 February but we had noreport.

source haTh

ceived a
the SDS

een present. DCI Moss said that hewould lo7A: into the matter but thought that ifwe had not receiAred a report, their source couldnot have attended. I did riot press the point.DI Butler asked if we were itterested in the groupand I said that we were. He said that in that caseos would let us have all the inf7rmation that theyhave on the LWG.

e. ;ialtham Forest SWP. I told DCI Moss and DI Bdtlerrnat a debrief had been given to the then DCI, MikeFERGUSON, on 6 November 1979 and we would like to!mow if their source had any comments on the queriesraised. DCI Moss said he would check their records.

SNP. Nhilst on the subject of the SWP, DCI Moss7gid that their source is shortly to be producingdetails of membership, mainly from the London areaand this would give us about 90% of the membershipin the area, althou4a there would b •,ut of town •eo le.

It was t there was no purposeserved in . It was agreed that whenSDS sent in their lists, we would compare them
and then decide whether the effortswere being duplicated. DCI Moss said that their sourceachieved these results at some risk to himself, andwould be much happier if the source did not have to
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take this risk.

The Leveller. I briefed DCIMose and DI Butler
on the present state of the Leveller and said that
there had been a change of emphasis and political
alignment within the Collective. I promised to
keep them in touch with develo ments and in reo v
to DI Butler's uestion

are was no
purpose therefore in Sne running a further source.

Freedom Collective. DI Butler asked if it was
possible -for us to provide a brief on the Freedom
Collective. He said that he had a new source
currently building up his col.mr. He was a
Univc•rsity graduate and malted to write. DI Butler
.f..ad at first thought of the Leveller

this was obviously not a proposition
at present. In fact, he said, the source had him—
self suggested the Leveller, but as an alternative
they had thought about the Freedom Collective.
told him that I would discuss the matter with

the appropriate desk and revert back.

After this useful discussion, we took DCI Moss and DI Butler
to the bar and cave them beer and sandwiches for lunch.

1 August 1980
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